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THE PROTEINS AND COLLOIDAL
CHEMISTRY*
DR. JACQUES LOEB
Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research

T

I

HE proteins, like certain other constituents of protoplasm,
are colloidal in character, i. e., they are not able to diffuse
through animal membranes which are permeable to crystalloids.
For this reason a number of authors have tried to explain the
behavior of proteins from the viewpoint of the newer concepts
of colloid chemistry. Foremost among these concepts is the idea
that the reactions between colloids and other bodies are not
determined by the purely chemical forces of primary or second
ary valency but follow the rules of "adsorption." Although a
number of authors, during the last twenty years, e.g., Bugarszky
and Liebermann, Hardy, Pauli, Robertson, Sorenson, and others,
have advocated a chemical conception of the reactions of pro
teins, their experiments failed to convince the other side since
these experiments could just as well be explained on the basis
of the adsorption theory. There were two reasons for this failure:
First, the experiments did not show that ions combined with
proteins in the typical ratio in which the same ions combine with
crystalloids. This proof only became possible when it was recog
nized that the hydrogen ion concentration of the protein solu
tion determines the amount of ion entering into combination with
a protein, and that therefore the ratios in which different ions
combine with proteins must be compared for the same hydrogen
ion concentrations. Since the former workers were in the habit
of comparing the effects of the same quantities of -acid or alkali
•Delivered October 16, 1920,
The writer's experiments, on which this address is based, have appeared
in the J. Gen. Phys-iol., 1918-10, I., 39,237,363,483,559; 1919-20, II.; 87;
1920-21, III., 85.
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added instead of comparing the behavior of proteins at the same
hydrogen ion concentration they were not able to furnish the
final proof for the purely chemical character of the combination
between ions and proteins, and nothing prevented chemists from
assuming that proteins formed only adsorption compounds with
acids, bases, and neutral salts.
The second reason for the failure to prove the purely chemical
character of the protein compounds lay in the so-called Hof
meister series of ion effects. Hofmeister was the first to invest
igate the effects of different salts on the physical properties of
proteins, and he and his followers observed that the relative
effects of anions on the precipitation, the swelling, ·and other
properties of proteins were very definite and that the anions could
be arranged in definite series according to their relative efficiency,
the order being independent of the nature of the cation. Similar
series were also found for the cations, though these series seemed
to be less definite. These Hofmeister series were ·a puzzle inas
much as it was impossible to discover in them any relation to
the typical combining ratios of the ions, and this lack of chem
ical character in the Hofmeister series induced chemists to ex
plain these series on the assumption of a selective adsorption of
these ions by the colloids.
To illustrate this we will quote the order which, according
to Pauli, represents the relative efficiency of different acids on
the viscosity of blood albumin,

>

>

HCl
monochloracetic
oxalic
sulfuric
trichloracetic acid,

>

>

dichloracetic

<

citric

<

acetic

>

where HCl increased the viscosity most and trichloracetic or
sulfuric least. In this series the strong monobasic acid HCl is
·:followed by the weak monochloracetic acid, this is followed by
the dibasic oxalic acid ; later follows the weak tribasic citric acid,
then the very weak monobasic acetic acid, then the strong dibasic
sulfuric acid, and finally again a monobasic acid, trichloracetic.
Pauli is a believer in the chemical theory of the behavior of
proteins but it is impossible to harmonize his series of anions
with any purely chemic:al theory of the behavior of proteins.
The ion series of Hofmeister are no more favorable for a
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chemical conception. Thus, according to Hofmeister, gelatin
swells more in chlorides, bromides and nitrates than in water,
while in acetates, tartrates, citrates or sugar it swells less than
in water. R. Lillie arranges ions according to their depressing
eifect on the osmotic pressure of gelatin solution in the follow
ing way,
Cl

> SO, > NO > Br > I > CNS.
1

These series again betray no relation to the stoichiometrical
properties of the ions. As long as these Hofmeister series were
believed to have a real existence it see;med futile to decide for or
against a purely chemical theory of the behavior of colloids since
even with a bias in favor of a chemical theory the Hofmeister
aeries remained a puzzle.
The writer believes to have removed these difficulties by using
prot.ein solutions of the same hydrogen ion concentration ·as the
standard of comparison. In this way he was able to show that
acids, alkalies, and neutral salts combine with proteins by the
same chemical forces of primary valency by which they combine
with crystalloids, and that, moreover, the influence of the different
ions upon the physical properties of proteins can be predicted
from the general combining ratios of 'these ions. The so-called
Hofmeist.er series have no real existence, being the result of the
fact that the older workers failed to measure the most important
V'ariable in the case, namely the hydrogen ion concentration of
their protein solutions, a failure for which they can not be blamed
since the methods were not sufficiently developed..

II
Pauli and a number of other workers assume that both ions
of a neutral salt are adsorbed simultaneously by non-ionized
protein molecules. If we consider the hydrogen ion concentra
tion of the proteins we can show that only the cation or only the
anion or that neither ion can combine at one time with a protein;
and that it depends solely on the hydrogen ion concentration of
the solution which of the three possibilities exists.
Proteins exist in three states, defined by their hydrog�n ion
concentration, namely, (a) 'aS non-ionogenic or isoelectric protein,
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(b) metal proteinate (e.g., Na or Ca proteinate), and (c) protein
acid alts ( e. g., protein chloride, protein sulfate, etc.). We will
use gelatin a an illustration. At one definite hydroc,en ion con
centration, namely 10·4·7 N ( or in Sorensen's logarithmic symbol
at pH-4.7), gelatin can combine practically with neither anion
not cation of an electrolyte. At a pH>4.7 it can combine only
with cations (forming metal gelatinate, e:g., Na gelatinate), at
a pH<4,7 it combine with anions (forming gelatin chloride,
Thi wa proved in the following way: Doses of
etc.).
1 gm. of finely powdered commercial gelatin (going through
sieve 60 but not through 80), which happened to have
a pH of 7 .0, wer brought to a different hydrogen ion
concentration by putting them for 1 hour at about 15 ° C. into
100 c.c. of HNO 3 solutions varying in concentration from M/8192
to 111/8. After thi they were put on a filter, the acid being al
lowed to drain off, and were wa hed once or twice with 25 c.c.
of cold water (of 5 ° C. or le s) to remove remnants of the acid
between the granules of the powdered gelatin. These different
do es of 1 gm. of gelatin now possessing a different pH were all
put for 1 hour into beakers containing the same concentration,
e. g., M/64, of silver nitrate at a temperature of 15 ° C. They
were then put on a filter and washed 6 or 8 times each with 25 c.c.
of ice cold ,vater; the wash water must be cold since otherwise
the particles will coalesce and the washing will be incomplete.
This wa hinc, erve the purpose of removing the AgNO 3 held in
solution between the granules, thu allowing us to ascertain where
the Ag is in combination with gelatin and where it is not in
combination, ince the Ag not in combination with gelatin can be
removed by the washing while the former can not, or at least only
extremely slowly by altering the pH. After having removed the
AgNO 3 not in combination with gelatin by washing with ice cold
water we melt the gelatin by heating to 40 ° C., adding enough
distilled water to bring the volume of each to 100 c.c., deter
mine the pH of each solution potentiometrically or colori
metrically, and expose the solutions in te t-tubes to light,
the previou manipulations having been carried out in a
dark room (with the exception of the determination of pH,
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for which only part of the gelatin solution wa used). In
20 minutes all the gelatin solutions with a pH>4.7, i.e., from
pH 4.8 an.d above, become opaque and then black, while all the
solutions of pH<4.7,i.e., from 4.6 and below, remain transparent
even when el.'J)O ed to light for months or years. The solutions
of pH 4.7 become opaque, but remain white, no matoor how long
they may have been exposed to light. At this pH-the isoelectric
point-gelatin is not in combination with Ag, but it is in.soluble.
Hence the cation Ag is onlY, in chemical combinati,on with gelatin
when the pH is>4.7. At pH 4.7 or below gelatin is not able to
combine with Ag ionogenically. This statement was confirmed
by volumetric analysis.
The same te ts can be made for any other cation the presence
of which can be easily demonstrated. Thus when powdered gela
tin of different pH is treated with Ni01 2 and the Ni01 2 not in com
bination with gelatin be removed by washing with ice cold water,
the presence pf Ni can be demonstrated in all gelatin solutions with
a pH>4.7 by using dimethylglyoxime as an indicator. All gela
tin solutions of pH of 4.8 or above a ume a crimson color upon
the addition of dimethylglyoxime, while all the others remain
colorless. When we treat gelatin with copper acetate, and wash
afterwards, the gelatin is blue and opaque when its pH is 4.8 or
above, but is colorle sand clear for pH<4.7. Most triking are
the results with basic dyes, e.g., basic fuchsin or neutral red, after
sufficient washing with cold water; only tho e gelatin solutions
are red whose pH is above 4.7, while the other are colorle s.
On the acid side of the isoelectric point, i.e., at pH<4.7, the
gelatin is in combination with the anion of tlie salt used. Thi
can be demonstrated in the same way by bringing different doses
of powdered gelatin to different pH and treating them for one
hour with a weak solution of a salt who e anion easily betray
itself, e. g., M/12 K.Fe(CN)0 • If after this treatment the
powdered gelatin is washed six times with cold water to remove
the Fe ( ON) 0 not in chemical combination with gelatin and if
1 per cent. solutions of these different samples of g,elatin are made,
it is found that when the pH is<4.7 the gelatin solution turns
blue after a few days (due to the formation of ferric salt), while
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solutions of gelatin with a pH of 4.7 or above remain perman
ently colorless. Hence gelatin enters into chemical combination
with the anion Fe(CN) 6 only when pH is <4.7. The same can
be demonstrated through the addition of ferric salt when gelatin
has been treated with NaCNS, the anion CNS being in combina
tion with gelatin only where the pH is<4.7. Acid dyes, like
acid fuchsin, combine with gelatin only when pH is<4.7.
In this way it can be shown that when the pH is<4.7 gelatin
can combine only with cations; when the pH is >4.7 gelatin can
combine only with anions, while at pH 4.7 (the· isoelectric point)
it can combine with neither anion nor cation. The idea that
both ions influence a protein simultaneously is no longer tenable.
It ·also follows that a protein solution is not adequately defined
by its concentration of protein but that the hydrogen ion concen
tration must also be known,. since each protein occurs in three
different forms-possibly isomers-according to its hydrogen
ion concentration.
In the experiments just discussed it was necessary to wash
the powdered gelatin to find out at which pH an ion was in com
bination with the gelatin. This has led some authors to the belief
that in all my experiments the washing was a necessary part of
the procedure. I therefore will call especial attention to the fact
that the experiments to be described in the rest of the· paper were
carried out with isoelectric gelatin to which just enough acid or
alkali was added to bring it to the hydrogen ion concentration
required for the purpose of the experiment.
III
When a protein is in a salt solution, e. g., NaCl, it will combine
with Na forming sodium proteinate as soon as the pH is higher
than the isoelectric point of the protein; when, however, the pH
falls below that of the isoelectric point of the protein the Na is
given off and protein chloride is formed.
Moreover, the writer has been able to show by volumetric
analysis that the quantity of anion or cation in combination with
the protein is an unequivocal function of the pH. When we add
HCl to isoelectric gelatin and determine the pH we always find
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the same amount of Cl in combination with a given mass of orig
inally isoelectric .gelatin for the same pH ; so that if we know the
pH ·and the concentration of originally isoelectric gelatin present
we can also tell how much Cl is in combination with the protein
for this pH. The same is true when we add an alkali to the iso
electric gelatin. For the same pH the a.mount of cation in com
bination is always the same. These facts have led the writer to
propose the following theory. When we add an acid, e.g., HCl,
to isoelectric gelatin (or any other isoelectric protein) an equili
brium is established betW'.een free H Cl, protein chloride, and
non-ionogenic or isoelectric protein; when we add alkali an equili
brium is established between metal proteinate, non-ionized pro
tein, and the hydrogen ions. Sorensen was led to a similar view
on the basis of entirely different experiments.
IV
This fact that the hydrogen ion concentration of a protein
solution determines the quantity of protein salt formed is the
basis on which the following proof for the purely chemical char
acter of the combin·ation between proteins and other bodies rests.
The experiments mentioned thus far in this paper do not yet
allow us to decide whether the ions are ''adsorbed'' or in chemical
combination with the proteins. We will now show that acids
and bases combine with proteins in the same way as they com
bine with crystalline compounds, namely by the purely chemical
forces of primary valency. The combination between acids and
proteins, is analogous to that between acid and NH 3 , and
the combination between bases and proteins is analogous
to that between CH3 COOH and an alkali. This can be proved
in the following way. We kno,w that a weak dibasic or tribasic
acid gives off one hydrogen ion more readily than both or all
three; while in a strong dibasic acid, like H 2 S0 41 both hydrogen
ions are held with a sufficiently small electrostatic force to be
easily removed. If the forces which determine the reaction
between these acids and proteins are purely chemical it would
follow that three times as many c.c. of O.lN H 3 PO 4 are required
to bring 100 c.c. of 1 per cent. solution of isoelectric gelatin to
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a given pH, e. g., 3.0, as are required in the case of HNO 3 or HCl;
while twice as many c.c. of 0.lN oxalic as of HNO 3 should be re
quired. On the other hand, it should require just as many c.c.
40
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FrG. I.-The ordinate• represent the c.c. of 0.1 N acid in 100 c.c. of I per cent. solution
of isoelectric gelatin required to bring the solution to the pH indicated in the abscissa,. The
curves for o.r N H,SO, and 0.1 HNOa are identical while the values for H,PO, and oxalic
acid differ, being approximately in the ratio of HNO,: oxalic acid: H,PO, as 1: 2: J.

of 0.lN H 2 SO 4 as HNO 3 • Fig. 1 shows that this is the case. The
ordinates of this figure are the c.c. of 0.1 N acid required to bring
1 gm. of isoelectric gelatin to the pH indicated in the abscissre
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by the four acids mentioned, namely HN0 8 , H 2 S0 4 , oxalic, and
phosphoric acids. The curves for H 2 SO. and HN0 0 are identical
while, for the same pH, the value for H 3 PO. is always approxi
mately three times and the value for oxalic acid is always ap
proxim:ately twice as high as for HN0 0 •
On the basis of the same reasoning as applied to acids we
should expect that equal numbers of c.c. of 0.1 N Ca( OH) ., and
Ba(OH) 2 as of LiOH, NaOH, and KOH should be required to
bring 100 c.c. of a 1 per cent. solution of i oelectric gelatin to the
same pH, and the writer was able to show that this is the case.
TABLE I

O.c. of 0.01 N Acid in Combination toith 10 c.o. of a 1 Per Oent. Gelatin
Solution at Different pH

--- -- -- - -- -- -pH

3.l

HNO, ...
Oxalicaoid
H,PO, . . .

4.35
9.6

3.2

4.l
.75
12.4

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.0
7.0
10.4

3.2
6.7
9.8

2.85
(1.00
9.00

3.7

2.45
4.3

7.4

3.9

4.l

-- -l.9
3.0

,5.8

l.45
4.5

-- -4.2

1.65
2.0

4.3

0.75
2.1

Similar results were obtained with crystalline egg albumin.
When we have a solution of a gelatin-acid salt of originally
1 per cent. isoelectric g-elatin and of a certain pH, e. g., 3.0, we
have free acid in the solution and a certain amount of the anion
of the acid in combination with gelatin. We can find out by
volumetric analysis how much of the anion is in combination with
the protein by making certain corrections discussed in former
papers. In this way it can also be ascertained that all weak
dibasic acids combine in molecular proportions with i oelectric
protein, while strong dibasic acids and diacidic alkalies combine
in equivalent proportions with proteins, a i hown by Table I.
It follows from this table that for the ame pH the amount of
HN0 3 , oxalic, and phosphoric acids in combination with the ame
quantity of originally isoelectric gelatin i always in the pro
portion 0£ 1 :2 :3.
We can therefore state that the ratios in which ion combine
with proteins are identical with the ratios in which the same ions
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combine with crystalloid . Or in other words, the forces by
which gelatin and egg albumin (and probably proteins in gen
eral) combine with acids or alkalies are the purely chemical
forces of primary valency.

V.

The most important fact for our purpose is that from the
combining ratios just mentioned the influence of acids and bases
on the physical properties of proteins can be predicted. This
influence is altogether different from that stated in the so-called
Hofmeister series of ions or by the ion series of Pauli and his
collaborators, and this difference is due to the fact that these latter
authors compared the effects of equal quantities of acids or
alkalies while we found it necessary to compare the physical
properties of solutions of proteins of the same hydrogen ion
concentration. If this is done the following rule is found. All
those acids whose anion combines as a monovalent ion raise the
osmotic pressure, viscosity, swelling of protein about twice as
much as the acids whose anion combines as a bivalent anion for
the same pH. The same valency rule holds for the cations of
different alkalies.
We have seen that at the same pH three times as many c.c.
of 0.1 N H 3 PO4 as of HNO3 are in combination with 1 gm. of
originally isoelectric gelatin in 100 c.c. of solution. It follows
from this that the anion of gelatin phosphate i the monovalent
ion H 2 PO4 and not the trivalent anion PO4• It follow likewise
from the combining ratio discussed that the anion of oxalic acid
in combination with protein is the monovalent anion HC 2O.., . The
same is true for all weak dibasic or tribasic acids, namely that
they combine with proteins forming protein salts with monovalent
anion. It follows also from the combining ratios that the salt
of a protein with a strong jlibasic acid, as H 2 SO 4 , however, must
have a divalent anion, e. g., SO4 • If we compare the viscosity
or osmotic pressure of 1 per cent. solutions of originally iso
electric gelatin with different acids of the same pH we ,find that
these properties are identical for all gelatin salts with monovalent
anion; in other words, 1 per cent. solutions of gelatin chloride,
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bromide, nitrate, tart-rate, succinate, citrate, or phosphate have
all the same viscosity, and the same osmotic pressure at the same
pH. The same is true for the swelling (Fig. 2). If we plot
the curves for these three properties with pH as a.bscissre and the
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PIG. II.-Influence of different acids uPon the swelli ng of gelatin when plotted over pH as
abscisse. The curves show that nitric, trichloracetic, hydrochloric. pho�horic, oxalic, and
citric acids cause approximately the same degree of swelling, while sulfuric acid causes only
about one half the amount of swellin(I. In the case of gelatin sulfate the anion is divalent;
in the case of the other acids used it cs monovalent. According to the Hofmeister series the
curves for phosphate, oxalate and citrate should coincide with that of suHate instead of
coinciding with that of coloride.

values for osmotic pressure, viscosity, and swelling as ordinates,
we get practically identical curves for gelatin chloride, bromide,
nitrate, tartrate, succinate, citrate, and phosphate. The values
for swelling ·a.re a minimum at pH 4. 7 ( the isoelectric point of
gelatin) they rise rapidly with the fall of pH until they reach
a maximum at pH about 3.2, and then they drop again. Each
curve iq the expression of an individual experiment. The maxi
mum in the curves for gelatin chloride, bromide, nitrate, tartrate,
succinate, citrate, and phosphate is practically identical, the vari
ations between the values for these aoids lying within the limit

s
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of variation which we may expect if we plot six different experi
ments with the same acid. When, however, we plot the same
curves for gelatin sulfate, we get curv('lS which are considerably
lower, reaching a height of only one half (or a little less than)
those of gelatin-acid salts with monovalent anions. It may be
of interest to compare our curves with those expected on the basis
of Pauli's and Hofmeister's ion series. According to the latter
theory the curves for phosphates, oxalates, citrates, and tartrates
should be in the region of the S0 4 curve but not in the region of
the Cl curve. Those authors who observed such differences did
not measure the hydrogen ion concentration, attributing the
effects due to the .difference in the hydrogen ion concentration of
their gelatin solutions erroneously to a difference in the anion
effect. These elementary errors form the basis of a number of
speculations current in biology and pathology.
When we compare monobasic a.cids of different strength, e.g.,
acetic, mono-, di-, and trichlora�tic acids, we find that the
weaker the acid the more acid must be contained in a 1 per cent.
solution of originally isoelectric gelatin to bring it to the same
pH. If we compare the effect of these four acids on the osmotic
pressure of gelatin we find that it is (within the limits of accuracy
of these experiments) identical for the same pH. The curves
for the influence of these four acids on the osmotic pressure of
gelatin solution are practically identical when plotted over the
pH as abscissre; and, moreover, the curves are identical with the
curves for HCl or H 3 PO. in Fig. 1. The explanation of this fact
is that at the same pH the same mass of originally isoelectric
gelatin is in combination with the same quantity of these four
acids and since the anions of these four acids are all monovalent
the curves must be identical.
As far as the alkalies are concerned, we notice that the curve
representing the effect of the weak base NH 4 0H on the physical
properties of proteins is the same as that for the strong bases
LiOH, Na.OH, KOH when plotted over pH as ·abscissre, while
the curves representing the effect of Ca(OH) 2 or Ba(OH) 2 on
the same properties are considerably lower.
It is obvious that the valency of the ion in combination with
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the protein has a noticeable influence on the properties of the
protein salt formed, while the protein s'alts with ions of the same
valency have all the same properties. The fact of the greatest
importance is, however, that the influence of acids and bases on
the physical properties of proteins is the expres ion of the com
bining ratio of the acids or bases with proteins so that we are
able to predict the value of the physical properties from the
combining ratios. This fact seems to give a final decision in
favor of a purely chemical theory of these influences and against
the colloid'al theories as based on the Hofmeister or Pauli
ion series.
The behavior of the proteins therefore contradicts the idea
that the chemistry of colloids differs from the chemistry
of erystalloids.

